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In this anatomy course, part of the Anatomy XSeries, you will be introduced to the central and peripheral nervous systems. You will learn about basic neuroanatomy, sensory pathways, motor pathways and the autonomous nervous system. The course includes illustrated videos and quizzes to help you expand and test
your knowledge of the nervous system. At the end of this course, you will have a better understanding of how the whole body influences, and is influenced, by the nervous system. Learn the gross anatomy of the central and peripheral nervous systems Understand how sensory information enters the brain Understand
how the brain and spinal cord control muscles Understand how the autonomous nervous system activates the fight or flight response Learn the names and functions of cranial nerves Receive an instructor-signed certificate with the institution logo to verify its achievement and increase its work prospectsAdd the certificate
to your CV or CV, or post directly on LinkedInGive yourself an additional incentive to complete the CourseEdX, a nonprofit, relies on verified certificates to help fund free education for everyone around the world The independent and trusted guide to online education for over 22 years! Copyright ©2020 GetEducated.com;
Universities Approved, LLC All Rights Reserved The Independent and Reliable Guide to Online Education for over 22 years! Copyright ©2020 GetEducated.com; Approved Schools, LLC All rights reserved For the first time, doctors have edited a gene within a person's body. However, many scientists still prefer the
CRISPR technique for gene editing. Sharing on Pinterest Last month, a man with a debilitating genetic disorder underwent a potentially life-altering procedure that is being promoted as the first of its kind. Treatment consisted of editing his genome. The man in question has Hunter syndrome. The ailment is caused by a
missing or malfunctioning enzyme, according to Mayo Clinic syndrome.With Hunter syndrome, a person does not have enough enzymes that break down certain molecules. This causes molecules to build up and cause damage. The result is progressive damage that affects a person's appearance, mental development,
organ function, and physical abilities. The doctors who treated this man do not expect to rid him of the disorder, but they do expect treatment to provide him with some relief. For decades, scientists have been promoting the benefits of genetic engineering. But it is only in recent years that technology has begun to catch
up with theory and hypothesis. The practical application of for real-life treatments is still little and distant, which explains the importance of the Hunter syndrome case. However, scientists are making advances in laboratory research, with new findings published in scientific journals almost every month. We've been editing
genes for my career, but we have better and better, said Lawrence Brody, PhD, senior researcher at the Medical Genomics and Metabolic Genetics Branch of the National Human Genome Research Institute, Healthline.In August, an Oregon research team successfully edited genes in human embryos to repair a serious
disease-causing mutation. Treatment produced a healthy embryo, according to a report in the journal Nature.In early December, researchers at the Salk Institute in San Diego successfully activated good genes in living mice suffering from dystrophy, type 1 diabetes, and acute kidney injury, according to the Los Angeles
Times. More than 50 percent of these animals showed better health. Genetic editing, in the simplest terms, works by removing the part of the DNA from the cell that causes a health problem and replacing it with DNA that won't. He's entering someone's cells and accurately modifying DNA at a specific place of his choice,
Douglas P. Mortlock, PhD, an assistant professor of research at the Vanderbilt Institute of Genetics, told Healthline. That's gene editing. Mortlock also co-authored a statement on the genome edition of the germline for the American Society of Genetics.In the case of the man with Hunter syndrome, doctors turned to a
genetic editing protocol called zinc finger nuclease. The technique requires a new gene and two zinc finger proteins to be placed in a virus that does not cause infection. The virus is injected into the body, bringing the components to the various cells. Fingers then cut off DNA, allowing the new gene to adhere to that DNA
and do the work it's designed to accomplish. In the case of Hunter syndrome, it was the first time scientists tried to edit a gene inside a person's body. As impressive as it sounds, both Mortlock and Brody think that another genetic editing protocol works even better. The technology known as CRISPR has helped scientists
make significant progress in the field of genetic engineering. The term is an acronym for Clustered Regularly Interspaced Short Palindromic Repeats.Brody said CRISPR makes it easier for scientists to conduct gene editing research for a number of reasons. One of the most important aspects is that the technique does
not depend on proteins, as in the case of zinc finger nuclease, to do the hard work. Instead, CRISPR employs the use of RNA, which has the ability to provide a more accurate and specific replacement than protein strands. CRISPR is much more efficient, Brody said. Matlock said in the early 2000s, gene editing was
difficult to achieve. CRISPR has made it much easier for scientists to carry out their In 2011, I didn't know what CRISPR was, he said. In 2013, he mutated mouse embryos with CRISPR. In 2017 alone, CRISPR is responsible for a number of advances within research laboratories. The technique has allowed to eliminate
HIV from a living organism. It has also helped scientists find the cancer command center and make viruses that force the proud to self-destruct. It's just the tip of the iceberg. Both Brody and Matlock say that in future genetic editing they will play a role in the treatment of sickle cell anemia, hemophilia and muscular
dystrophy. But practical apps aren't ready for their debut. It will take years of consistent research and most likely new gene editing techniques that have not yet been discovered. People are working hard to find CRISPR 2, Matlock said. ThoughtCo uses cookies to provide you with a great user experience. By using
ThoughtCo, you agree to our use of cookies. Anatomy is the study of the structure of living organisms. This subdiscipline of biology can be further classified in the study of large-scale anatomical structures (gross anatomy) and the study of microscopic anatomical structures (microscopic anatomy).) Human anatomy deals
with the anatomical structures of the human body, including cells, tissues, organs and organ systems. Anatomy is always linked to physiology, studying how biological processes work in living organisms. Therefore, it is not enough to be able to identify a structure, its function must also be understood. The study of human
anatomy provides a better understanding of body structures and how they work. Your goal in a basic anatomy course should be to learn and understand the structures and functions of the main systems of the body. Remember that organ systems don't just exist as individual units. Each system depends on others, either
directly or indirectly, to keep the body functioning normally. It is also important to identify major cells, tissues and organs and know how they work. Studying anatomy involves a lot of memorization. For example, the human body contains 206 bones and more than 600 muscles. Learning these structures requires time,
effort, and good memorization skills. Maybe you can find a study partner or group that will make it easier. Be sure to take clear notes and ask questions in class about anything you're not clear about. The use of standard anatomical terminology ensures that anatomists have a common method of communication to avoid
confusion when identifying structures. Knowing anatomical directional terms and solid planes, for example, allows you to describe the locations of structures relative to other structures or locations in the body. Learning the common prefixes and suffixes used in anatomy and biology is also useful. If you're studying the
brachycephalic artery, you can his role knowing the afijos in the name. The fastening fastener refers to the upper arm and cephalémic refers to the head. If you've memorized that an artery is a blood vessel that takes blood away from your heart, you can determine that your brachycephalus is a blood vessel that carries
blood from the heart to the regions of the head and arms of the body. Believe it or not, anatomy coloring books are one of the best aids for studying and memorizing structures and their location. The anatomy coloring book is a popular choice, but other coloring books also work. Anatomy cards such as Netter's anatomy
flash cards and Mosby's anatomy and physiology study and review cards are also recommended. Flash cards are valuable for reviewing information and are not meant to be a substitute for anatomy texts. Acquiring good complementary text, such as Netter's Atlas of Human Anatomy, is a necessity for high-level anatomy
courses and those interested in or already attending medical school. These resources provide detailed illustrations and images of various anatomical structures. To really make sure you understand the material, you need to constantly review what you've learned. It is vital that you attend each and every anatomy review
session given by your instructor. Be sure to always take practice questionnaires before taking any exams or questionnaires. Meet with a study group and quiz with each other about the material. If you are taking an anatomy course with a lab, be sure to prepare for what you will study before lab class. The main thing you
want to avoid is to stay behind. With the volume of information covered in most anatomy courses, it's important to stay ahead of the curve and know what you need to know before you need to know. Organisms, including humans, are arranged in a hierarchical structure. Cells make up the body's tissues, which can be
classified into four primary types. tissue-tissue epithelial tissue tissue in turn form organs of the body. Examples of body organs include brainheartkidneyslungsliverpancreasthymusthyroid Organ systems are formed from groups of organs and tissues that work together to perform the functions necessary for the survival of
the organism. Examples of organ systems include
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